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Between the Sheets
Firestarter
b y D onna M arin o

c

^Jte p h e n King's newest novel,
Fuestarter, involves a secretive
government agency and a young
child with pyrokinetic "powers, to
create a spine tingling chiller.
The story centers on a young
couple, Andy and Vicky, who meet at
a drug experiment in college. Both
have volunteered to be human guinea
pigs for an experiment called Lot 6,
run by a government agency called
The Shop. They want to test a mild
halllucinogenic drug, they assure
everyone is safe.
Little does this young couple know
that hardly anything is known of this
drug or its effects on people. The
proof comes in the horrible results of
the experiment, during which one
subject tears his eyes out, while
another lapses into a coma. Many of
these subjects eventually die or go
insane, but the project is hushed up.
As the story progresses, Vicky and
Andy marry and realize that as a
result of the drug, they both possess
certain mental talents; Vicky finds
she can open doors by looking at
them and concentrating, while Andy,
whose power is stronger, can 'push'
people to make them bed 'eve or see
certain things by willing to do so.
Soon they have a child, Charlie,
who also possesses a strange but
dangerous talent; she is able to set
objects or people on fire by
concentrating on them. As a child,
she sets her bedclothes and stuffed
animals on fire because her mother is
late with her bottle and she becomes
angry. When she is upset or
im patient, her pyrokincsis is
unleashed like a furv, and anyone
around her could be its victim.
With discipline from her parents,
she learns to control her habit, but
the ability to lash out remains within
her. She becomes even more of a
worry to her parents when they
discover they've been under
surveillance by The Shop, who wants
Charlie for her special powers.
One day when Andy an English
teacher, is at school, he has a strangefeeling that something bad has
happened. Rushing home, he finds
Vicky has been killed. Her fingernails
have been torn out of her hands, w
obviously the work of The Shop, in an
effort to find out more about Charlie,
whom they have kidnaped. Andy is
able to track Charlie down, and, with
the help of his 'push,' he rescues her,
blinding one of her abductors.
The next part of the novel
concentrates on the father's and
daughter's efforts to escape their
pursuers, who are always one closestep behind them. In one encounter,
Charlie becomes so angry when these
men try to harm her father, she blows
up their cars and sets them on fire,
killing one and putting another one
into a coma. Although Charlie is
frightened of this strange power, she
does derive a certain pleasure from
knowing she possesses this ability.
In a surprise attack, Charlie
reluctantly becomes friends with a
man named Rainbird, who is posing
as a hospital orderly but in reality
works for The Shop, in an effort to
find out more about Charlie.
When she finds out he has been
lying to her, she tries to control her
powers, but he has gone too far. The
last straw comes when Rainbird
shoots her father right before her
eyes. She unleashes her fury in the
form of flames and burns the entire

Shop complex down, killing everyone
in it, in an attempt to get revenge for
all they did to her and her family.
At the story’s end, she is alone and
is about to be pursued again, but this
time she will not be taken. Beforeanyone can harm her, she takes her
story to a newspaper so that everyone
can know of her plight.
Although King gives his characters
special powers in almost all his
novels, like The Shining and The
Dead Zone, he also places them in
realistic situations that make the
stories seem all the more believable
and frightening. As he tells us about
the secret maze of The Shop and their
widespread power, we feel a« though
this is something that could be
happening right now. Except in King's
novel, the theme that good will
eventually win out over evil, and that
revenge will come to those who wait
is predominant.
All the major characters in the
novel are well developed and almost
all are interesting-even the evil ones.
Charlie was especially livelv and

real as the child who is frightened, yet
awed, by t*he power within her. She is
concerned about not hurting people,
afraid that once she unleashes her
rage, she'll never be able to stop. Her
headstrong nature and stubborn will
are the qualities that carry her
through to victory.
Andy McGee was also convincing
as her father who runs with her
because he doesn't want to see her
caged up like an animal in an
experiment. He progresses in the
novel from a fighter to a thinker,
using his special power to 'push'
people, rather than just running.
Rainbird, the villain fascinated by
death and killing, is a character who
admires and falls in love with 9-yearold Charlie's inner strength and will.
He tries to trick her by getting her to
his side, but suffers from her revenge
when she finds out he has betrayed
her.
Like his past novels, King
combines just enough reality with
some out-of-the-ordinary events and
comes up, once again, with a winner.

Science Fiction and Fantasy
by M e r y l Yourish

, the onset of the holiday season,
you may be trying to get someone
that "special" gift--not the same old
tie or record album. There are a great
number of fantasy and science fiction
novels that would make excellent
stocking stuffers. They usually cost
about $7 to $10 for a boxed set. Here
are some of our favorites:
The Lord of the Rings, by I.R.R.
Tolkien. Tolkien's classic tale of the
war of supremacy between good and
evil in Middle earth is considered the
Bible of fantasy. Tolkien developed
his own fantasy world that will live
forever.
The books concern Frodo, a hobbit,
who has inherited the evil Lord
Sauron's Ring of Power, and goes on a
quest to destroy the Ring and save
Middle earth. The trilogy is lengthy,
but well worth reading. Both children
and adults will enjoy it.
Dune, by Frank Herbert, is a
masterpiece in science fiction. It won
both the Hugo and the Nebula, SFs
highest honors. The first of a trilogy,
this book concerns Paul Atreides and
the planet Arrakis, or Dune. There he
meets the Fremen, and becomes
Muad'Dib, the Fremen messiah. It is
the first book about the beginning of
the Atreides dynasty and is filled

with p o litic a l in trig u e and
philosophy. Excellent reading for
young adults and older, but children
will find it too difficult to
comprehend.
The Riddle Master of Hed, by Patricia
McKillip, is the first book of a trilogy
concerning Morgon of Hed, a simple
farmer who goes on a quest to find the
riddle of why he bears three stars on
his forehead. McKillip has woven a
magnificent puzzle that takes three
books to solve, and completely
captures your heart and mind while
you try to figure it out. Again, don't
buy this one for t he kiddies, but your
friends will love it.
Lord Foul's Bane, by Stephen M.
Donaldson, is the story of Thomas
Covenant, a'famous author who gets
leprosy. He is unwillingly transferred
into the Land, and must solve the
mystery of the white gold which he
bears, so that he may defeat Lord Foul,
the Despiser (evil incarnate). The
only- way Covenant can keep his
sanity is by believing that the Landis
a dream, hence his title. This, too, is a
bit too deep for children.
Some others worth mentioning are
The Dragon riders o f Bern by Anne
McCaffrey, The Source o f Magic, by
Piers Anthony, and The Best of
Cordwainer Smith. All will afford
hours of pleasure and delight.
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Neighborhood
b y D onna M arin o
B its of nostalgia and memories of
growing up in NYC make The Old
N eighborhood an enjoyable and
touching novel.
Written by the author of Kramer
vs. Kramer and Oh God!, the plot
focuses on a young man named Steve
Robbins, who is searching for a better
way of life.
As a young boy, growing up in a
middle class section of the Bronx,
Robbins is ashamed of his birthplace,
his hard working but unglamorous
parents, and everything else
connected with his neighborhood. He
longs to be rich and successful, and
plans to achieve this by erasing every
trace of his background and
beginning a new life.
Robbins' quest starts when he
lands a job with a California ad
agency after he graduates from
college. Through will, determination,
and a natural talent for writing ad
copy, he is labeled a genius in the
advertising world and begins to move
rapidly up the corporate ladder.
Along the way, he marries a rich,
beautiful California blonde-the
exact fantasy of the woman he's
always dreamed of marrying. They
produce two picture perfect girls and
su cceed at e v e ry th in g they
undertake. With a house on Long
Island, a gardener, and lots of money,
they are the model couple.
Although their lives seem perfect
all around them, they are, in reality,
filled with unhappiness, and have a
lack of communication; their
marriage has lost the love and feeling
it once had. As Robbins described it
"...w e were e v o lv in g i nt o a
relationship that was less a marriage
than it was a corporation...we reached
a point where our secretaries spoke to
one another to remind us of any
social commitments we may have
had together."
The final split occurs when
Beverly, Robbins' wife, suggests
separate vacations. At first, Robbins
sits around the house all day
watching game shows, drinking beer,
and sleeping. In a desperate attempt
to break out of his depression, he
travels to his old neighborhood in the
Bronx.
There, he finally finds peace and
the kind of warmth that his life had
been missing since he left. In a crazy
turn of events, he leaves his
successful ad agency and returns to
work in the soda shoppe he worked in
as a boy. His wife, who is first
appalled and then understanding of
his situation, asks for a divorce.
By this time, Robbins has come full
circle in his life, and although he has
found an inner peace, he realizes he
cannot remain here. Searching for
something he can truly fill his life
with, he starts an antique and
collectibles shop called "The Old
Neighborhood," filled with trinkets
and souvenirs from his youth.
Steve Robbins was the most
interesting and realistic, because he
went through the most transforma
tion; he was a convincing character as
the man involved in a lifelong search
to find something in the world that
he had all along. The more he
progressed and prospered, the
unhappier and the less fulfilled he
became, bot h me n t a l l y and
spiritually. The theme of finding
happiness within oneself, as opposed
to finding it in material possessions,
is best illustrated through the
character i Robbins.
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